
December 4, 2009 

Questions to Prof. Gikas Hardouvelis 
 
1. How do you comment on the consequences of the economic crisis impact 

on South East European countries, including Serbia, which were perceived 

until 2008 as the countries with strong and dynamic growth?  
 

In the years preceding the crisis, the South East European (SEE) countries 

had experienced strong growth. Between 2005 and 2008, the average annual 

economic growth in the SEE region was almost 6%.  Yet this growth was not 

sustainable as domestic demand was growing faster than domestic supply, creating 

rising current account deficits and unprecedented rates of FDI inflows.  Moreover, a 

lot of FDI did not necessarily go to the tradable sector, supporting consumption 

instead of investment.  Also, easy access to cheap money by foreign banks for both 

households and firms, while necessary in the beginning, reached high rates and 

boosted an unnecessarily spectacular credit expansion. Serbia and the other SEE 

economies were overheating when the crisis hit in the last quarter of 2008.  As we all 

know, this was an international crisis of great proportions. For the first time since the 

Great Depression, we observed negative world economic growth. Yet the crisis had a 

side blessing in disguise: it prevented further overheating by bursting the credit 

bubble relatively early and thus the SEE region avoided a repetition of the very 

negative Baltic experience.  

 

2. One of the crisis consequences in Serbia (as well as in the region) is huge 

indebtedness, in addition to the already present imbalance in current business 

balances in the country and abroad. What will be the consequences of the fast 

growth of indebtedness? 

 

Despite the considerable growth of total credit (36% average annual growth 

between 2005 and 2008 in Serbia), the loan burden of the economies in the region 

remained relatively low compared to other emerging markets, such as the Baltic 

countries. When the crisis hit the SEE economies in late 2008, the total credit-to-

GDP ratio in Serbia was around 41%, whereas at the same time the corresponding 

figure in Estonia was at least two times as big.  When the crisis hit, the public debt 

was also small in the SEE region.  In Serbia, for example, it was 28% of GDP 

whereas the same figure in the EU-27 amounted to almost 62%.  The relatively low 

level of public debt not only prevented the occurrence of a more severe downturn, 

but also prevented the consequences of the crisis from becoming unmanageable.   

Of course, external debt was rising fast due to the rising current account deficits, 
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which I mentioned earlier.  But the recession of 2009 has brought those deficits 

under control, as imports collapsed by a lot more than exports.   Now the current 

account disequilibrium of the earlier years is gradually disappearing. 

 

Prudent bankers and prudent regulators have also helped the region to avoid 

a bigger calamity.  In the past, bankers were never involved in toxic assets and 

followed conservative and traditional banking practices.  From the time the crisis 

started in the summer of 2007 to the end of November of 2009, European banks 

suffered a total of €354 billion of write-downs, yet the banks with the higher losses do 

not have a presence in the SEE region.   

 

Regulators, on their part, had insisted on high capital adequacy ratios.  

Serbia, in particular, had the highest capital adequacy ration in the region. The 

attached figure shows a slightly different statistic, the ratio of total capital to total 

assets, which can easily be calculated from bank balance sheets. Those ratios 

provide the same story:  a very high capital cushion. Regulators were also quick to 

respond to the crisis by expanding the minimum deposit insurance, reducing reserve 

requirements, reducing interest rates and trying to mobilize credit expansion.    
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3. How do you comment on the development of the banking sector in Serbia? 

How would you assess its stability? 

 

The banking sector of Serbia has experienced a quick and significant growth 

over the last few years. This is mainly due to the aggressive expansion plans of 

foreign banks, which decided to invest heavily in a very promising country.  Between 

2005 and 2008, the total assets of the banks present in Serbia more than doubled, 

reaching 71% of GDP at the end of 2008. Total profits increased by almost five times 

over the same period, before retreating to the 2005 levels in the first half of 2009.  

The stress tests that were conducted following the Vienna Initiative, and 

involved the largest banks in the country, were successful and satisfactory.  Earlier, 

the National Bank of Serbia had already vowed to take pre-emptive action, should 

the results of the tests prove unsatisfactory. Yet no need for capital increases has 

aroused so far, which is a sign of the good condition of the Serbian banking system.  

 

4. What are your expectations in regard to the further growth of the banking 

sector, and particularly of the Greek banks, in South East Europe, including 

Serbia? Could high profits, such as those achieved in previous years, be 

expected? 

 

Greek banks turned out to be quite resilient to the crisis. Their managers had 

been cautious enough to refrain from investing in toxic assets.  Also, at the time the 

crisis erupted in the summer of 2007, the four largest Greek banking groups had the 

best capital to assets ratio in all of Western Europe. And the outcome of the crisis 

reveals that earlier strength.  The crisis forced Greek banking groups only to raise 

their provisioning levels for all their operations across Europe, not to write-down 

assets.  The increased provisioning amounted to €1.4bn in total for Eurobank, Alpha 

Bank and Piraeus Bank.  

Historical experience shows that credit recovery is a consequence rather than 

a trigger of economic recovery. The banking sector in the SEE countries is expected 

to become profitable again after 2011, in other words, after the SEE economies 

recover.  I expect 2010 to be a less difficult year than 2009, but nevertheless to be a 

stagnation year for most of the SEE countries.  Thus, 2011 will mark the economic 

recovery. 
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 It should be noted that the growth in bank profitability is bound to subside in 

the future, as economic growth rates will subside. I expect this to be a global 

phenomenon, not just an SEE characteristic. Global growth rates will be lower than 

the growth rates we saw before the crisis for many reasons, such as: 

I. higher real interest rates (due to higher risk premium,  higher cost of financial 

intermediation from the expected stricter global regulation, the crowding out of 

private borrowing by the new higher levels of  public borrowing, or tighter 

monetary policy),  

II. a more restrictive fiscal policy in major countries, which is needed to generate 

the required surpluses that will repay the current fiscal deficits, or  

III. reduction of the previous global imbalances, which will result in reduced 

exports of third countries to the US.   

 

5. One of major issues in Serbia is business non-liquidity. Banks are very well 

aware of that, since they approve subsidised loans for liquidity. The state has 

announced that the same rate of subsidised loans will be maintained in 2010 as 

well. Banks say that many corporate clients are already late with loan 

repayment. How long could this business non-liquidity last? Could a rebound 

of credit foster the recovery of the Serbian economy? 

 

As I mentioned earlier, we should not be expecting credit to lead the recovery.  

Credit expansion is constrained by two major factors:  lack of liquidity and fear of 

additional non-performing loans (NPLs).   The attached figure shows why liquidity is a 

problem.  In Serbia, as well as in other SEE countries, domestic loans exceed 

domestic deposits.  In the past, the extra liquidity to finance the loans came from 

abroad and covered the gap. But after the crisis, foreign banks had difficulty 

transferring liquidity away from their home.  

NPLs are also on the rise in the SEE region.  They almost doubled between 

Q3-2008 and Q2-2009.  NPLs in Serbia amount to 8% of total credit, which is quite 

high, even by the regional standards.  Banks are also fearful of possible 

devaluations, as many loans are marked in foreign currency.   In the past, foreign 

currency loans were preferred by bank customers because they carried lower interest 

rates, but during this crisis they carry a large devaluation risk component. 

 

The ratio of loans to deposits 
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6. How do you estimate business developments in the region and Serbia in 

2010? When could the actual economic recovery be expected, and what is 

necessary to achieve it?     

6. How do you estimate business developments in the region and Serbia in 

2010? When could the actual economic recovery be expected, and what is 

necessary to achieve it?     

  

The worst is over for the Serbian economy, yet the crisis is not fully over. 

Contraction of output continued in 2009-Q3, though at a slower pace (-3.5% yoy, 

compared to -4% yoy in 2009-Q2), and Serbia is still struggling with its embattled 

fiscal sector. Yet, not everything is bleak. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

announced that Serbia met all the conditions of the Stand-By Agreement (with the 

exception of the budget deficit) and was given access to the second and third IMF 

tranches (€2.2bn).  Also, in its latest progress report, the European Commission 

praised Serbia for the steps it had taken towards fulfilling the criteria for EU 

accession, while a recent ICTY report gave more praises for improved cooperation 

with the authorities.  Inflation has remained within the official target during 2009, and 

industrial production growth in September was positive for the first time since the 

crisis erupted.  
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crisis erupted.  

The market fears of a collapse in the region are long gone, and this is clearly 

reflected in the risk premia. Since the beginning of the year, the Serbian sovereign 

spread has declined by 816 base points, reaching the low level of 418 basis points by 

the end of November. A few days ago, in December, Standard & Poor’s upgraded 

Serbia’s credit rating outlook to Stable.  
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Serbia is expected to start exiting the recession by 2010, faster than many 

other SEE countries.  Yet growth will remain slow and is not likely to exceed 1.5%.  

Virtual recovery in Serbia and the other SEE countries is not expected to take place 

before 2011. Prospects are starting to look up, but if Serbia is to secure its economic 
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stability and achieve robust growth, steps towards a new, export oriented, growth 

model should be taken. 

 

 

7. Where would you think the future sources of growth lie? How will the 

economy of Serbia adapt to a world environment of low growth in the future? 
 

Looking ahead, beyond 2010, it should be pointed out that the demand-driven 

growth model of the region had worked well until the time the crisis hit. The living 

standards in the SEE countries were raised significantly. Serbia, in particular, 

showed an impressive improvement during the last five years, despite the fact that, 

due to the wars of the nineties, it began its economic reforms with a significant delay.  

 

Yet, I believe the demand-driven growth model has reached its limits.  A more 

balanced growth model is needed for the long-run, which would depend on improving 

the domestic savings rate, shifting domestic demand from consumption to 

investment, focusing a bit more on the export markets, and fostering competitiveness 

and total factor productivity (TFP). Numerous studies have shown that TFP benefits 

from the rule of law, the quality of institutions, the quality of infrastructure, or the 

matching of human capital development and job training with the modern needs of 

our globalized market economies.  

 

 

8. What would the future economic policy priorities be?  

International comparisons can reveal weaknesses that should be cured. For 

example, in Serbia and the region, infrastructure requires major attention and 

funding, as countries rank very low in the World Economic Forum rankings. Similarly, 

the annual World Bank analysis shows that there is a lot of room for improving the 

business environment, especially when it comes to construction permits, registering 

property, closing a business or paying taxes. The taxation environment, in fact, 

worsened during last year, when every other process – particularly the cost of 

opening a business - improved.  

 

While attending to the supply characteristics of the economy, it is important to 

ensure simultaneous macro-economic stability. Fiscal and monetary prudence with 

low rates of inflation and low fiscal deficits are closely watched by the IMF, the rating 

agencies, fund managers and Greenfield investors. If achieved, they result in low real 

interest rates, low risk premia and significant FDI inflows.  I am optimistic about the 
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future of the Serbian economy also because policy makers are driven by the 

European anchor.  Achieving eventual EU entrance implies a degree of discipline in 

economic policy making which transcends the usual political business cycle and 

forces politicians to follow prudent economic and structural policies. 
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